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Summary of Previous Session
Services for Object Management Architectures (OMAs)

Activation Services
RMI Activation Framework, CORBA POA

Naming Services
RMI Naming, JNDI, CosNaming

Directory and Trading Services
JNDI, Jini, CosTrading

Transaction Services
JTA, JTS, OTS

Messaging Services
JMS, JavaMail

Readings
Class Project & Assignment #3c
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Part I

J2SE and J2EE Clients
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Applet and JWS Clients

See Session 6 Handout:
Applets, Servlets, and Java Server Pages

Javasoft’s Applet Tutorial:
http://java.sun.com/docs/books/tutorial/applet/TOC.html

Swing Applets:
http://java.sun.com/docs/books/tutorial/uiswing/start/swingApplet.html

Java Web Start:
http://www.javasoft.com/products/javawebstart/index.html
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Part II

J2ME Device Support

Also See Session 9:

Sub-Topic 1 Presentation “Connected Devices Development Environments”
and

Handout on “Basics of the Palm Platform and the Palm OS emulator”
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J2ME Technologies
Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC)
Connected Device Configuration (CDC)
K Virtual Machine (KVM)
C Virtual Machine (CVM)
PersonalJava Application Environment
EmbeddedJava Application Environment
Java Card
Java Embedded Server
JavaPhone API
Java TV API
Jini Network Technology
JavaSpaces
Mobile Information Device Profile
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J2ME Devices

Smart cards
Pagers
Digital Assistants
Automotive Devices (e.g., navigation systems)
Wireless Devices
Screenphones
Set-top boxes
Appliances
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Palm Devices
(www.palmos.com/dev/tech/hardware/compare.html)

Sample device 1: Palm VIIx
8 Mb RAM
256K dynamic heap
PalmOS version 3.5
Motorola MC68EZ328 (“Dragonball EZ” chip)
20 MHz CPU speed
TCP / IR / Flashable ROM support
FSTN display (150MHz)
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Palm Devices
(continued)

(www.palmos.com/dev/tech/hardware/compare.html)

Sample device 2: m505
8 Mb RAM
256K dynamic heap
PalmOS version 4.0
Motorola MC68VZ328 (“Dragonball VZ” chip)
33 MHz CPU speed
TCP / IR / Flashable ROM support
Dynamic language switch support
TFT, reflective, 16 bit color
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J2ME Device Support
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Java Concept Map
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J2ME VM, Configuration, and Profile
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Mobile Information Device Profile
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Java API Flow
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Types of Palm Applications

Web Clipping applications (WCA)
Set of HTML pages compressed in the Palm Query Application (PQA) format
Palm.net proxy server translates requests into HTTP requests
Requires a Web Clipping Application / PQA Builder tool
Applications run in the Web Clipping Application Viewer

GUI applications
Single-threaded event-driven programs
Translated to PRC files prior to loading on the Palm device
Development environments available for C, C++, VB, and Java
C/C++ development requires PalmOS SDK or third party environment

Conduits
Hotsync plug-ins
Developed in C++, VB, and Java
Development requires PalmOS CDK or third party tool
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MIDP and WAP Programming Models

WAP (http://www.javaworld.com/javaworld/jw-06-2000/jw-0602-wap.html)

Java Servlets and JSPs are used to generate dynamic
WAP content on the fly
Most WAP development tools are written in Java

MIDP (http://wireless.java.sun.com/midp/articles/getstart/)

Java is the programming language for developing
MIDlets
MIDlet development is similar to Java Applet
development
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WAP Programming Model

<?xml version="1.0"?> <!DOCTYPE wml PUBLIC "-//WAPFORUM//DTD
WML 1.2//EN" "http://www.wapforum.org/DTD/wml12.dtd">

<wml>

<card id="FirstCard" title="First Example">

<p> Hello World </p>

</card>

</wml>
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MIDP Design Considerations

Minimum MID has a 96 x 54 pixels high display and 1-bit in depth
(black and white)
One-handed or two-handed input mechanism

One handed: phone keypad (1-9, *, and #)
Two handed: pager QWERTY keyboard

High-Level (“abstract”) and Low-Level UI APIs
High-level: stock transaction, travel reservations, online purchases,
news/weather/traffic information (MIDP UI screen classes)
Low-level: allow precise placement and control of graphic elements, access
to special device features (e.g., games)

Canvas and Graphics MIDP UI classes

No horizontal screen scrolling

20

Brief Introduction to MIDP UI
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MIDP UI Screen Types
List

Implicit menu list
Single-choice list
Multiple-choice list

Alert and Text Box
Alerts use the entire screen
No fancy text formats or font styles in text boxes
Basic text editing capabilities in text boxes

Form
Mixed items (I.e., images, read-only text, editable text, date and time fields,
gauges, and choice groups)
Should be limited to single user tasks, and at most 3/4 displays

22

Handling User Input
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MIDP Application Using HTTP

24

MIDP Lifecycle Model
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CLDC Generic Connection Framework
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CLDC GCF Architecture

javax.microedition.io (CLDC)
2 classes + hierarchy of interfaces
MIDP adds support for HttpConnection
Simplest connection is javax.microedition.io.Connection
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RMS Architecture
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CLDC Security Model

Network security is not native to J2ME
Security is being addressed by handset manufacturers
and the Java Community (JSR118)
Security will be available as TSL for HTTP as HTTPS
CLDC supports a simple sandbox model

Classes are verified for integrity at load time
Application only has access to the classes and APIs
defined by the profile and configuration
Application may also have access to device-specific
classes (defined by device manufacturer)
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Java Embedded Server Technology

30

Java Embedded Server Technology
(continued)
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Wireless Java JCP / JSR
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XML Tools for Information Appliances

See http://www.topxml.com/java/articles/javaxml/3.asp
Java Soap library

KVM kSOAP (http://ksoap.enhydra.org/)

Environment Needed to Run XML-Based Java Applications
Java KVM for J2ME

Java Kilobyte Virtual Machine (KVM) designed to operate with as little
as 160 to 512 KB of memory

NanoXML
Lightweight DOM-style XML parser and document generator

Palm OS Emulator (POSE)
Software that emulates the hardware of different Palm devices (Palm III,
Vx, VII, etc.)
Can be used as a unit testing platform

Also See http://webdev.apl.jhu.edu/~rbe/kvm/
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Part III

Java Security

34

Security Requirements
for Distributed Applications

Security model based on the origin of running code is not
sufficient
Authentication (i.e., checking credentials) of either or
both parties is necessary as requests themselves must be
trusted
Both client and server may want to check their identities
(i.e., mutual authentication)
Security scheme should support authorization levels
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Basic Authentication with HTTP
HTTP Built-in challenge/response authentication

Verify that both parties know a shared password
Client HTTP request:

GET /secureApp/resource1 HTTP/1.1 Host:foo
Server challenge:

HTTP/1.1 401 Unauthorized WWW-Authenticate: Basic realm=“homer”
Client: Get /secureApp/resource1 HTTP/1.1 Host:foo Authorization: Basic
(base-64 encoded user name/password)
Server: if (ok) then (possibly) “403 Access Denied” else “401 Unauthorized”,

Limitations:
Authentication info must be included with every request, as it cannot be
cached securely, and base-64 encoding is not encryption => need encrypted
link and strong server authentication
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Digest Authentication with HTTP 1.1
Client must prove knowledge of a password without transmitting it
More safeguards against replay attacks
Authenticate header contains the authentication scheme (“digest”), realm,
and “nonce” (i.e., “number once”)
Client calculates a digest in response based on these parameters and the
user name/password, HTTP method and request URI
Digest is a fixed-length encoding of some data (MD5 algorithm)

Data cannot be inferred from the digest
Two digests are identical for the same data

Server creates a message digest using the client response and compares it
Limitations: servers must store client passwords securely, and the
approach is still subject to replay attacks (need to secure the “nonce”

parameter using URL/IP address/time stamp/private key and server
would need to refuse a previously seen “nonce”)
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HTTP-related Security
(inherent limitations)

The safer the “nonce”, the greater the load on the server,
and the more authentication required on the part of the
caller
Multiple authentication schemes

Server sends a challenge with multiple WWW-authenticate headers
Not a good idea as authentication scheme can be easily downgraded to acquire
passwords

Both basic and digest authentication rely on a shared secret
No provision for secure exchange of shared secret
No cryptographic assurance of parties’ identity
Do not use the secret to guarantee data integrity
Do not use the secret to hide data using encryption
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Encrypted Communication
Encrypt data with a key so that it can only be decrypted with a
matching key
Symmetric key: same key used for encryption/decryption
Asymmetric key: key split into private/public key

Public key encryption can only be decrypted via private key, while private
key encryption can be publicly decrypted
Data hiding: data encrypted using a public key so that only intended
recipient gets it, or use symmetric key
Data signing:

Recipient can tell where data comes from and check integrity
Sender runs a one-way algorithm over the data to generate a hash
Hash is a fixed-length encoding (128 to 256 bits) encrypted with the key
Resulting signature is sent along with the data
Being able to decrypt the signature verifies sender’s identity (if he used
private/symmetric key) and hash comparison verifies data integrity
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Encrypted Communication
(continued)

Asymmetric encryption is slow for encrypting/decrypting bulk data
Asymmetric encryption should be used to exchange symmetric keys

Prepare symmetric key, encrypt it with target recipient’s public
key, and sign it with your private key
Recipient can verify the message came from you, and is the only
one to be able to decrypt it
Recipient can do the same to send his symmetric key
Issue is to exchange public keys to start with

Put each public key into a package or “certificate”
Sign the certificate with the private key of a trusted authority
Various Certicate Authorities are available (e.g., Verisign)
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Secure Socket Layer (SSL)

Uses four-way handshake to build up trust between parties using
public key encryption and certificates
Process ends up with the two parties negotiating a cipher suite and
exchanging a set of session keys used for bulk encryption and data
integrity
Two modes:

Mutual authentication: caller and server exchange certificates to
establish each other’s identity
Server authentication: server sends a certificate to the caller to
reveal its own identity
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Enabling SSL for a Web Server
Port 443 reserved for HTTP over SSL (HTTPS requests)
Server must install a certificate (Verisign or other CA)
Server configuration details are vendor specific
Client code needs to load a security provider that does SSL and must set a
system property (example below uses Sun-supplied security provider):

Security.addProvider(new com.sun.net.ssl.internal.ssl.Provider());
System.setProperty(“java.protocol.handler.pkgs”,

“com.sun.net.ssl.internal.www.protocol”);

Example: TomCat 4 beta 1 server (servlet 2.3 reference implementation)
Download/install JSSE 1.0.2 or later, and put JAR files in $JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/ext
Edit $JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/java.security, and add
security.provider.2=com.sun.net.ssl.internal.ssl.Provider
Execute keytool -genkey -alias tomcat -keyalg RSA with a password value of
“changeit”
Uncomment SSL HTTP/1.1 Connector (to run on port 8443 by default) in
$CATALINE_HOME/conf.server.xml

42

Pre Java 2 Security
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Java Security

Java Security API
http://www.javasoft.com/security/index.html

Signed Applets:
http://java.sun.com/products/plugin/1.2/docs/signed.html

RSA Signed Applets:
http://java.sun.com/products/plugin/1.3/docs/nsobjsigning.html

44

Java 2 Security
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Java 2 Security
(continued)

If basic authentication is too insecure, SSL is too heavy-
weight, and digest authentication is not supported

Develop security support using Java 2 Security APIs

Java 2 Security APIs
http://www.javasoft.com/security/index.html
Java Authentication and Authorization Service (JAAS)
Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) (encryption/key exchange)
Java Secure Socket Extension (JSSE)
Java Certification Path (J2SE v. 1.4 Beta)
Java GSS-API (J2SE v. 1.4 Beta)

Java 2 Plug-in Security/RSA Signed Applets:
http://java.sun.com/products/plugin/1.3/docs/index.docs.html
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Java 2 Security
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Java 2 Security
(secure application distribution using Java cryptography API)

Secure Application Distribution
Applications stored as a self-executing encrypted file
Only class file data is encrypted
Main executable file must be distinguishable

Four Phases
Packaging
Encryption/Decryption
Loading
Execution
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Java 2 Plugin Architecture
(http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.3/jre/)
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Java 2 Security
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Part IV

Security in J2EE Web-Enabled Enterprise Applications
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Servlet Authentication

Declarative security rules specified in Web application
deployment descriptor (web.xml)
Servlet container concerns:

Does the communication between caller/server require encryption or
integrity
Are there authorization constraints for resources
Are there particular authentication requirements

Servlet only authenticates if a secure resource is being
accessed while application-wide authentication is
required and the container cannot figure out who is
making the call
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Application-Wide Security Constraints
Following descriptor will prompt container authentication in response to
HTTP GET http://someServer/secureApp/sales/salestargets:

<web-app>
<security-constraint>

<web-resource-collection>
<web-resource-name>

SalesStuff
<web-resource-name>
<url-pattern>

/sales/*
</url-pattern>
<http-method>GET</http-method>

<web-resource-collection>
</security-constraint>
</web-app>
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Application-Wide <login-config>
Following descriptor forces caller to authenticate using basic
scheme:
<web-app>
<login-config>

<auth-method>
BASIC

</auth-method>
<realm-name>homer</realm-name>

<login-config>
</web-app>

DIGEST and client-side certificate authentication are also
supported
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FORM-Based Authentication

<auth-method> can be set to FORM to allow the Web application
to define its own login pages
You would need to define a <form-login-config> with <form-
login-page> and <form-error-page>
You must use FORM actions as defined in the servlet specification

j_security_check, j_username, and j_password
POST as the FORM method
Upon detection of j_security_check, the container uses internal
mechanism to authenticate the caller, and uses a session ID
maintained via a cookie
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FORM-Based Authentication
(inherent limitations)

Same limitations as basic authentication
Not secure by default

No strong authentication
Password passed in the clear

Can force the form-based login interaction to take place over a
secure channel by specifying a transport guarantee for the secured
resource.
Once the caller has been authenticated (by any scheme supported),
the caller’s identity is propagated whenever a downstream servlet
or JSP page is called
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Servlet Integrity/Privacy

Guarantee level of integrity/privacy for data passed between caller
and server:

Use CONFIDENTIAL <transport-guarantee>  (user constraint)
Can tell who the call came from and check the data integrity
Can ensure data privacy (only intended recipient can see
data)

Other possible settings
INTEGRITY (data integrity but no data privacy)
NONE (no data integrity/privacy)

INTEGRITY and CONFIDENTIAL imply SSL (caller uses
HTTPS)
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Securing Web Resources via User Roles
(applicable to servlets, JSPs, and other static content)

Container allows or disallows access based on the type of caller
Deployment descriptor is used to define roles for a given Web
application

<web-app>
<security-role>

<role-name>Sales</role-name>
</security-role>
<security-role>

<role-name>Managers</role-name>
</security-role>

</web-app>

Access to resource granted if no authentication scheme is in place,
the Web collection has no role-based security constraint, or the
caller is in at least one role allowed access
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Securing Web Resources via User Roles
(allowing resource access)

Example:
<web-app>

<security-constraint>
<web-resource-collection>

<web-resource-name>
SalesStuff

</web-resource-name>
<url-pattern>/sales/*</url-pattern>
<http-method>GET</http-method>

<web-resource-collection>
<auth-constraint>

<role-name>Sales</role-name>
<role-name>Managers</role-name>

</auth-constraint>
</security-constraint>

</web-app>
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Securing Web Resources via User Roles
(advantages)

Java has no real notion of “identity” of the executing code
All security checks are based on where the code came from
Servlet container loads all servlet/JSP-related code

Origin of code in that case is tightly managed
Could replace Java security manager by one that checks system
and server resource access based on behalf of whom code is
executing
Role-based access techniques is easier

servlet/JSP never get to run if access is denied
No need to delay checks until the code attempts to acquire
resources programmatically as it makes security administration
more difficult, coding harder, and it executes unnecessary code
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Programmatic Security
Role-based security limitations

keeps access control configuration separate from servlet/JSP
code
Programmers don’t need to write security-related code
Static and inflexible approach
Not possible to defer access check until run time or to
dynamically reassign role membership at run time

More flexible approach
Define <security-role-ref> for each servlet in the application
that uses role-based security, and call isUserInRole()
In the absence of <security-role-def>, the container defaults to
checking against the list of <security-role> elements
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Programmatic Security
(other features)

Servlet can find out whether a request was made over a secure
channel:

ServletRequest.isSecure( )
Servlet can gain access to characteristics of the secure channel:

ServletRequest.getAttribute( )
e.g., javax.servlet.request.cipher-suite,
javax.servlet.request.key-size,
javax.servlet.request.X509Certificate

Similar declarative/programmatic security applies to EJBs
Alternative is Java 2 security APIs and JSSE

Authentication, integrity, privacy
Key and certificate management and manipulation
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Part V

Managing MetaData

Also See:
http://www.omg.org/uml/,
http://www.omg.org/mda/,

and http://www.oasis-open.org/cover/xmi.html
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Managing MetaData

See Session 9 Handouts:
UML, MOF, and XMI
OMG’s XML MetaData Interchange Standard

XMI Toolkit 1.15:
http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/xmitoolkit
Allows generation of Java from Rational Rose and UML
models and conversion of Java to Rational Rose and UML
models.

UXF:
http://www.yy.ics.keio.ac.jp/~suzuki/project/uxf/
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Model Driven Development Tool
(http://www.sygel.com/)
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Part VI

Conclusion

66

Architecture Frameworks
(ongoing)

CORBA & Applets (e.g., VisiBroker, and ORBacus)
Web Servers (e.g., Apache), Servlet & JSP Engines
(e.g., Tomcat, JRun)
J2EE Application Servers (e.g., WebLogic. JBoss)
XML Parsers (e.g., Xerces J)
XML server-side POP frameworks (e.g., Cocoon)
XML EAI frameworks (e.g., WebMethods)
IDEs (e.g., JBuilder), and JavaBeans Development Kit
(e.g., BDK)
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Assignment
Readings

Building Java Enterprise Systems: Part V, 24-28
Using Java 2 Enterprise Edition: Parts VI, VIII, and X
Slides and handouts posted on the course web site
Comparison of CORBA, DCOM, and Java RMI:

http://www.execpc.com/~gopalan/misc/compare.html

Assignment #4a:
Add security features to the combined set of applet-based
applications developed as part of assignments #3
Develop an emulated connected device client for the combined
application developed as part of assignments #3


